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THE FIRST IRISH SETTER KUSA GRAND CHAMPIONS 
 

                
                                      
Congratulations to Marinette Teeling on  “Toby’s” success in the showring,  
now GRAND CHAMPION BELDIGO NEVER SAY NEVER. He is homebred and 
sired by Heathclare Star from Heaven at Meiomie (Imp UK) x SA Ch. Caemgen’s 
Ever So Clever (Imp.Sweden). 
 

                
 
Congratulations to Anthony Wonfor and “Reilly” on their long successful 
career in the showring.  Still winning top honours from the Veterans Class he 
is now crowned GRAND CHAMPION & INT. FCI CHAMPION OAKDALES 
BOREAS. Bred by Bridget Simpson out of Anthony’s SA Ch. Taborra Donegal x 
SA Ch. Oakdales Safari Sunset             
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THE FIRST ENGLISH SETTER KUSA GRAND CHAMPION 
 

                   
 
Congratulations to Rowena Wonfor and “Prada” on her success in the show 
ring having just earned the final points to crown her GRAND CHAMPION &. 
FCI INT CH REIDWOOD AFRICAN VISION. Bred in Canada by C S Reid , 
J E Warner & N E Warner (GChex Reidwood  Just in Time CGN x Ch Reidwood 
Artistic Vision 
 

GROUSE SHOOTING SEASON OPENS 
 

                     
                           Grouse shooting at Glenprosen in Scotland 
 

The seasonal Grouse shooting season opened on 12th August bringing 
hundreds of enthusiasts and millions of pounds sterling into the Scottish 
economy.  This English Setter shows her hunting skills in the purple heather 
of the grouse moor  
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NEWS FROM OUR READERS 
 
From Lyn Williams & Lisa van der Walt, Gauteng SA 
 
Welcome to new readers Lyn Williams and her daughter Lisa van der Walt.  
Lyn wrote to tell us that she “ was literally born into the Irish Setter breed “  
Her father was a small breeder in the UK around 1955 and owned a setter 
called CROFTDOWN THOR.” 
 
(A little research by the Editors revealed that Croftdown Thor was born on 
25.12.1954 by Rupert of the Border x Croftdown Hartsbourne Bernadette.  
Thor was subsequently bred to Trevesta of Trelawny which produced 
Halstock Red Legend.). 
 
Lyn added that she “used to show in the UK and remembered all the top 
breeders in the1960’s.  We owned a setter called Brendower Gameboy who 
came 3rd at Crufts in 1965.”  
 
(Brendower Gameboy was bred by Mrs. Howe and born on 12.10.1962 by 
Sh. Ch. Brendower Bounty x Echo of Myre – Echo was out of Scarlet of Lyre x 
Croftdown Theresa of Myre) 
 

                
                        Mrs. Howe with Sh. Ch. Brendower Bounty 
 
Lyn continued “The whole family emigrated to SA in 1966 and brought our 
setters with us settling in Benoni, Gauteng where we still live today.  We have 
always owned setters over the years and I still have an old12 year old of 
Ardmore breeding, and a lovely 21/2 year old Karisah Keen Reilly a gorgeous 
dog with a lovely temperament and a 9 month old male from Velka Laubscher.  
My daughter Lisa van der Walt is keen to show the dogs so she is busy 
training”   
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Ed Note:  The very BEST OF LUCK to you in the showring Lisa the breed 
sorely needs an increase in exhibition at shows around the country   
Mrs. Howe breeder and owner of the UK Brendower Irish Setters in the 
Midlands is also mentioned in this edition’s supplement The Cornevon Crown 
as she was involved  in the Irish Breeders Club’s Rescue Scheme with Janice 
Roberts when it was founded.. 
 
From Chris & Karen Black in Gauteng SA 
 
News that Chris and Karen Black will be moving from Gauteng to the Overberg in 
Western Cape with their  Karisah Irish (Molly, Cody. Kylah and Becky) as Karen 
takes up the management of Blue Gum Country Estate guest farm between Caledon 
and Stanford. on 1st August, 2019.   
 
Karen says she is feeling hugely energetic and excited about the move and starting a 
new chapter in their lives.  Once settled Chris and Karen will continue breeding their 
Karisah Irish Setters.  
 
Give us a ‘ring when you’re settled.  Every happiness in your new home. 

 
From Dave & Helen Clarke in Wales 
 
A wave from Wales from ex-Zimbabweans  Dave and Helen Clarke now 
settled in  Mumbles in Swansea with an invitation to “pop-in” for a visit,  
Dave bemoaning the fact that they had only seen one Setter since arrival, 
but lots of greyhounds, despite there being no racetrack... 
 
Why not join the Irish Setter Club of Wales to stroke a few redheads, Dave?  
Committees always welcome an extra pair of helping hands – The Chairlady 
is Mrs. Lynn Morris, The Hop Kiln, Sevington Manor Farm, Acton Beauchamp, 
Worcestershire and the Acting Secretary Mrs. R. Jones, 
Cwm Yays Fawr Farm, Pontrhydvren, Port Talbot, West Glamorgan 
SA129RY.  

                     
 
 The national flag of Wales showing                           The Badge of the                
 Y Ddraig Goch welsh for the red dragon             Irish Setter Club of Wales 
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From Laura Castilho in Brazil 
 

                           
                 Heliane de Oliveira & granny Oakdales Sweet Serenade “Sissy” 
 

Bred by Bridget Simpson Oakdales Sweet Serenade was born on 17thJune 
2007 in a litter of 7 by Ch. Oakdales Hot Toddy (ARC) out of Ch. Oakdales 
Lovebird and purchased by Col. Paulo & Mrs. Heliane de Oliveira as a family 
pet for their two children.  At the time they were resident in Pretoria, South 
Africa as Paulo was with the Embassy of Brazil as Air Force Attache.   When 
the family returned to their home country Serenade called “Sissy” emigrated. 
with them. 
 
Around 2010 “Sissy” was mated to Patricia & Carmos Triaccan’s  male 
Mexican import INT. CH. ALLEGIANCE JAZZ SINGER a and a large litter 
was born in August  but there was only one male named Triaccan Irish 
Diamond Red called “Oliver” 
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We heard no more from Brazil until 21st May 2019 when Laura Castilho 
contacted us concerning “Sissy’s” lineage and background information on 
Oakdale Irish Setters and correspondence was exchanged.. 
 

 
    Patricia Triaccan exhibiting “Jazz”           Paulo & Heliane de Oliveira’s Sissy” 
 
On 26th May 2019 we learnt that “Sissy’s only son  “Oliver” had sired a litter of twelve 
pups from Triaccan Iguatemi Irish Mamba  born on 16th May 2019. Laura Castilho 
commenting “ they are stunning”  
 

                
  Triaccan Irish Diamond Red             A pregnant Triaccan Iguatemi Irish Mamba 
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                 ;PEDIGREE of the litter of twelve 3 of which are shown above 
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IRISH SETTER PUPPIES IN SA 
 

                
 
Note:  All litter parentage advertised in this section have been cleared of 

Progressive Retinal Atrophy rcd1, Canine Leukocyte Adhesion Deficiency and Late 
Onset Progressive Retinal Atrophy rcd4.  Scoring grades for Elbow and Hip 
Dysplasia under the KUSA/SAVA/FCI scheme are given in brackets after the names 
of the parentage.  All puppies will be microchipped and registered with the Kennel 
Union of Southern Africa.  Certificates of Registration and Certified Pedigree and 
KUSA Health Screen Certificates (Annexure to the aforementioned) for the puppies 
will be handed/forwarded to new owners.  Air transportation can be arranged by the 
breeder to all SA provinces at additional cost to purchase price of a puppy 
 
KARISAH – Overberg, Western Cape 
 
Chris & Karen Black are eagerly awaiting the arrival of their first Karisah litter 
to be born in the Western Cape.  They are sired by BELDIGO EVER AFTER 
OF KARISAH (elbows 0:0 hips A2:A2).out of KARISAH KYARA KYLAH 
(elbows 0:0 hips B2:B2) and will be making an appearance by the end of 
September 2019.  Chris & Karen can be contacted by ‘phoning cell: 084-
9901726 or at Blue Gum Country Estate 028-3410116  or e-mail   
karenblack@global.co.za  
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DO BREEDERS NEED TO CHANGE? 
 
This article by Sally Gift caught our attention on the Gordon Setter Expert 
website.  While Sally is writing of Gordon Setters in America the situation is 
comparable to that of Irish (Red) Setters in South Africa..  Having absorbed 
the content let us know your thoughts - Eds. 
 
“The face of breeding, as I’ve known it has changed considerable since I first 
joined the rank of Gordon Setter breeders in the ‘70’s. So much more 
information is readily available, resources for every question can be found at 
the touch of a keyboard, cross-country breeding is accomplished without 
shuffling the bitch off to the airport and the availability of genetic tests is 
growing quickly to theoretically help us breed healthier dogs. But are we, the 
breeders, utilizing the results of those tests with a consciousness that will 
improve the overall health of the breed or could misguided perception and 
dwindling numbers cause the downfall of the breed instead? 
 
I just read, and then re-read an article written by a Corgi breeder Joanne 
Kimball = “How We Must Change as Breeders and Why – A football Field of 
Dogs” published in Best in Show Daily.  Joanna raised some valid points 
regarding breeding that I believe bear discussion among Gordon Setter 
breeders.  I hope you’ll  join me here in considering some of those points and 
then by sharing your own perceptions,, agreements or disagreements as they 
maybe. 
 
First the assumption that as breeders we should all agree that only a few dogs 
should ever be bred – is this true?  The breeder’s thought process as Joanne 
wrote is “I should be as picky as possible, first health-test everybody, prove 
that each dog is healthy, make sure that only the ones who are incredibly high 
quality in terms of conformation and show success are allowed to breed.  I 
should build the next ten thousand dogs from the most elite pool of this one.”  
That’s the conventional wisdom, the way “good breeders” do everything right? 
 
In fact, Joanne says we should bear in mind that ‘EVERY DOG WHO IS 
REMOVED FROM THE POPULATION HURTS THAT POPULATION.” 
To maintain health in any breed we need to understand the need for genetic 
variation, and to retain genetic variation we need to be breeding from many 
lines and to many sires, not only the one or two most popular sires and so on. 
 
I often want to go back to when I was younger, just starting out, and in this 
case I’m talking about the days when breeding wasn’t a four letter word and 
the propaganda of animal rights activists hadn’t put us all under their spell.  
The spell that makes breeders feel self righteous for eliminating as many dogs 
as we can from the breeding pool because breeding is, after all, a very bad 
word.  As the battery of DNA tests for genetic disorders continues to rise, 
breeders are feeling satisfied, as we believe we are gaining ground on health 
issues.  But should we also be considering that we might be losing ground on 
genetic diversity as we eliminate more and more dogs from the breeding pool 
with those tests? 
                                                       10. 



Joanna states in another point ‘SINCE EVERY DOG THAT IS REMOVED 
FROM THE POPULATION HURTS THE POPULATION, WE MUST 
REMOVE ONLY THOSE WHOSE PRESENCE WOULD HURT IT EVEN 
MORE.”  To me this is like saying “Don’t throw the baby out with the bath 
water.”  A common sense approach would include knowing what health 
condition could cause the death of our Gordon Setters, or what health 
condition would ruin the quality of life for our dogs, before making breeding 
choices based primarily on health testing, testing that if used incorrectly could 
eliminate other necessary qualities from the breed’s gene pool.  Using testing 
to learn what, if any, health condition might be passed from one generation to 
the next is a wonderful tool, but it is not the only tool that a breeder should be 
using.  Utilizing health testing to obtain the appropriate result in breeding 
requires very judicious application on the part of the breeder, who must also 
keep in mind the continued genetic diversity of the gene pool, as well as the 
overall soundness of the breed both physically and mentally. 
 
Why, for example would one choose to breed an OFA (American Hip 
Dysplasia Scheme) “ fair” graded bitch to a dog who had OFA graded “good 
or excellent” hips, but carried an unsound front, instead of breeding her to an 
OFA graded “fair dog” who is sound and beautifully moving both front and 
rear?  In this case the breeder might get one or two additional puppies with 
better hip gradings (might) but the breeder will also be adding some puppies 
with those unsound fronts?  Did the breeder really improve the breed or the 
gene pool with that breeding?   Which choice does a breeder make and how 
does it affect the diversity of the gene pool?  What if the breeder decides not 
to do either breeding because they don’t like the health choices?  Can the 
diversity and size of the gene pool continue to be maintained if this were to be 
the constant decision? 
 
So why all this fuss about the gene pool and gene pool diversity and strength 
and size of the gene pool?  A relatively simple example to help us understand 
is to look at the mixed breed population, and their  reputation for being 
“healthier” than their purebred counterparts.  Why is that?  Genetic diversity is 
solidly at play.  Odds are there are no common ancestors for generations in 
the pedigree of any mixed breed dog.  A huge and diverse gene pool lies 
behind the mixed breed. 
 
Before you decide I might be plumb crazy talking here about an issue with the 
size of gene pool, let me ask you if you’ve read and absorbed, yes, absorbed, 
to the point where it makes perfect sense to you, the article of the Institute of 
Canine Biology by Carol Beachat PhD “is your breed drifting?” 
 
As I look at the Gordon Setter in general, comparing them to other purebred 
dog breeds, I believe that Gordon Setters have relatively few genetic health 
issues that occur regularly.  We are lucky in that respect.  However, we 
cannot hope to improve the health characteristics we’d like to change, if our 
gene pool continues to shrink to the point where the majority of dogs are 
related, where there is not sufficient diversity to enact change.  We need a  
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diverse  larger population and we need responsible breeders who  
understand how to accomplish those health driven goals while maintaining the 
integrity of the breed. 
 
As I look at dog show entries (in America), where the rubber meets the 
road when it comes to proving the merit of our breeding stock, I find an 
ever decreasing number of Gordon Setter entries along with a 
decreasing number of new faces joining the ranks of breeders. Fewer 
entries, fewer breeders, fewer litters  equals a smaller gene pool and the 
loss of genetic diversity. To me this issue is twofold, as breeders we need 
to appropriately and wisely utilize health testing without the elimination of too 
many dogs from the gene pool and secondly we need to address the 
shrinking gene pool by understanding that we need to bring new 
breeders/exhibitors onto follow in our footsteps, to pick up the reins and drive 
on. 
 
Many of you have been at this breeding/exhibiting thing for a while now. I’m 
curious how you feel about these concerns or better yet do you even believe 
there are such concerns?  What would you change if you believe change is 
needed?  How would you drive change?  What do you think could be utilized 
to bring about improvement?  Can or should breeders accept responsibility for 
driving change?  How can breeders mentor others?  So many questions  to 
answer 
 

TV eNCA  07.08.2019 SPCA 
 
News presenter Dan Moyane on eNCA reported on the  dilemma faced by the 
SPCA Kennels in  Grassy Park, Cape Town.  This facility houses between  
300 to 500 dogs and cats for adoption.  With massive unemployment  and 
many pensioners on fixed incomes there is a chronic number of pet owners 
bringing in their dogs for re-homing, because they cannot afford to feed them 
any longer.  Before you think these animals are all mongrels, the TV footage 
showed pedigreed dogs – a Bassett Hound  Wolfhound and a pair of Bull 
Terriers  
 
In the surgery sat a gentleman with two terrier type dogs waiting to be 
inoculated who commented “I feed my dogs before I feed myself and would 
never part with them”. SPCA receives no support from the Government (as it 
once did from the Lotto Sweepstake) and is reliant on donations.   
 
Sadly this situation is repeated across all Animal Welfare Organizations 
around the country, so if you can help with fund raising activities or by making  
a donation (money, food, blankets etc) to your local organization it would be 
greatly appreciated by the dogs they house.     Editors. 
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PETS AND SECTIONAL TITLE PROPERTY 
 
With the severe financial constraints many families are having to sell their and 
“downgrade” to smaller properties and many pets are facing the 
consequences.  Argus Property reported: 
 
“It is a sad state of affairs that animals are often negatively affected by these 
circumstances,” says Meg Wilson spokesperson for the National Council of 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) 
 
Social media is often flooded with pleas for homes for family pets and in many 
cases this is because of relocation into smaller properties or homes that do 
not allow animals.  Meg says “Unfortunately the sad reality in South Africa is 
that there are far more unwanted animals than there are good homes and the 
welfare organisations are obliged by law to accept any animal that shows up 
on the doorstep.. 
 
Many owners who surrender their pets to the local SPCA do so in the hope 
they will be adopted into homes, the reality is that it is not always so simple.  
Wilson says “There is no time limit on how long animals are kept by the 
organization, Some animals do not cope in a kennel environment and begin to 
self harm.  In these cases decisions are made in the best interests of the 
animal.”.  
 
“Some sectional title  properties and even granny flats, do however allow pets 
which saves their owners having to make heart-breaking decisions to give  
them up.  However it is. also common for these owners to offer their pets for 
adoption anyway, fearing a smaller home or garden may not be good for the 
animal” 
 
Asked whether this is the correct thought pattern or whether the trauma of 
being separated from their humans is worse for the pet than adapting to a 
smaller home?  Wilson says “This varies from person to person.  If owners 
have the time to play and exercise the animal keeping it would be in the dogs 
best interest” 
 
For pet owners who decide to surrender their animals to the SPCA she 
advises that they be honest about why they are surrendering the pet.  “The 
SPCA will not pass judgement and will help to find a suitable home and it 
helps to have information about the animals behaviour.” 
 
Wilson urges all pet owners “to be responsible and surrender their pets to 
SPCA rather then give them to people they do not know.  “Offering pets “Free 
to Good Home” makes them vulnerable.”.    
 

Note:  Freehold gated Property Estates often have regulations regarding 
pet ownership as do Property Lease Contracts so if you are looking for new 
accommodation ALWAYS check the situation before signing on the 
dotted line.  – Ed.                          13. 
 



CHAMPION SHOW RESULTS –  3rd quarter 2019 
 
GAUTENG 
 
8/6  Goldfields Supporters Club ( North Gauteng ) Judge  Mr M Croeser 
Irish Setter Bitch 
 
CC & BOB   Doug Robinsons Ardmore Roxannes Enya of Southernstar 
BJIB    Best Junior Gundog 
 
9/6  Goldfields Supporters Club ( South Gauteng ) Judge  Mrs J Whittingham 
Irish Setter Bitch 
 
CC & BOB   Doug Robinsons Ardmore Roxannes Enya of Southernstar   
BJIB  Best Junior Gundog 
 
IWESTERN CAPE PROVINCE 
 
15/6  Outeniqua KC No 1      Judge  Ms B Jackson 
Irish Setter Dog  
 
BOB  Marinette  Teeling’s Gr. Ch Beldigo Never Say Never     2nd Group 
 
16/6   George KC  No 1          Judge   Ms  D Lucas 
 
BOB  Marinette  Teeling/s  Gr. Ch Beldigo Never Say Never      
 
16/6  Outeniqua KC No 2        Judge   Mrs N Robertson 
 
BOB  Marinette Teeling’s Gr.  Ch Beldigo Never Say Never     3rd Group 
 
17/6   George KC No 2             Judge  Mrs T Edwards 
 
BOB  Marinette Teeling’s  Gr. Ch Beldigo Never Say Never     4th Group 
 
 
21/6   Swartland KC No 2          Judge   Mrs M Heneke 
 
English Setter Bitches 
CC & RBOB   Rowena  Wonfor’s Rozel Guns and Roses 
BOB  Rowena Wonfor’s Ch & Int FCI Ch Reidwood African Vision 
 
Irish Setter Dogs 
BOB  M Teelings  Ch Beldigo Never Say Never      
 
22/6 Swartland KC No 1           Judge  Mrs K Furk  
 
English Setter Bitches 
CC & BOB  Ms R Wonfors Rozel Guns and Roses 
RBOB  Rowena Wonfor’s Ch & Int Ch Reidwood African Vision 
 
Irish Setter Dogs 
BOB  Marinette Teeling’s  Gr.Ch Beldigo Never Say Never      
CC & RBOB  Anthony Wonfor’s  Gr. Ch & Int FCI Ch Oakdales Boreas   
Best Veteran in Group                 14. 



 
22/6  West Coast KC  No 2                     Judge    Mrs R Fourie 
 
English Setter Bitch 
CC & BOB Rowena Wonfor’s Rozel Guns and Roses 
 
Irish Setter Dogs 
 
BOB  Marinette Teeling’s  Gr.Ch Beldigo Never Say Never      
CC & RBOB  Anthony Wonfors  Gr. Ch & FCI Int Ch Oakdales Boreas     
2nd Veteran in Group  
 
23/6  West Coast KC No 1                      Judge   Ms J McKenzie 
 
Irish Setter Dog 
 
BOB  Marinette Teeling’s  Gt.Ch Beldigo Never Say Never      4th Group     
 
 
EASTERN CAPE PROVINCE  
 
2/8    Queenstown KC                              Judge :  Ms J McFarlane 
 
English Setter Bitches 
 
CC & BOB    Rowena Wonfors  CH Rozel Guns and Roses 
RBOB           Rowena Wonfors  CH & FCI Int CH  Reidwood African Vision 
 
Irish Setter Dogs 
 
BOB   Antony Wonfors   GR CH & FCI INT CH  Oakdales Boreas 
Best Veteran in Group and Reserve Best Veteran in Show 
 
3/8   Port Rex KC No 1                             Judge : Mrs C M Immelman 
 
English Setter bitch 
 
CC & BOB    Rowena Wonfors  CH Rozel Guns and Roses 
 
Irish Setter Dog 
 
BOB   Antony Wonfors   GR CH & FCI INT CH  Oakdales Boreas 
Best Veteran in Group and Reserve Best Veteran in Show 
 
3/8  Port Rex KC No 2                               Judge : Dr H Rolfes 
 
English Setter bitch 
 
BOB           Rowena Wonfors  CH & FCI INT CH  Reidwood African Vision 
 
Irish Setter Dog 
BOB   Antony Wonfors   GR CH & FCI INT CH  Oakdales Boreas 
Best Veteran in Group and  Best Veteran in Show 
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4/8  East London KC                                     Judge : Mrs B C Rorke-Tarr 
 
English Setter bitch 
 
CC & BOB    Rowena Wonfors  CH Rozel Guns and Roses 
 
Irish Setter Dog 
 
BOB   Anthony Wonfors   GR CH & FCI INT CH  Oakdales Boreas 
Best Veteran in Group and  Best Veteran in Show ( Judge Mrs J B Ratner ) 
                                          ******************** 

We were delighted to receive correspondence from our readers in the last 
quarter especially those in far distant places and we wish you enjoyable and 
informative reading with this Spring edition.  We welcome all input and hope 
to hear from more of you for the 2019 Christmas edition (deadline 30th 
November).  Contact us at mss01@telkomsa.net or telephone our landline at 
028-4233934. 
 
                               Until next time your Setter News Editors,. 
                                          Bridget & Mark Simpson    
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